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Abstract--Spectral epresentations play an important role in the mathematical modeling of ocean acoustic 
propagation. Such representations, u ually employed for range-independent oceans, can take the form 
of spectral integrals, of normal mode expansions with or (approximately) without continuous pectra, 
and of generalized ray expansions or their asymptotic high-frequency approximations (ART). None of 
these representations i dividually provides a satisfactory computational option at high frequencies and 
over broad range intervals extending from near the source to long distances. Here, one may employ 
hybrid representations that combine self-consistently a more desirable mix of ray fields and normal mode 
fields, with any integrals that remain taken over contours whereon the integrands decay and are only 
weakly oscillatory. Hybrid formulations can also repair deficiencies in complicated transitional domains 
of ART, and they can overcome the proliferation of ray species, due to ray splitting at boundaries and 
interfaces, when the model incorporates elastic layers. For weakly range-dependent models, spectral 
integrals can be devised that track the sound field uniformly through cutoff regions of local modes. 
Examples are shown to illustrate these concepts and their numerical implementation for time-harmonic 
and time-dependent propagation i various model environments. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The realistic ocean generally represents an extremely complicated environment for sound prop- 
agation. It has therefore been necessary to isolate particular environmental features from the 
conglomerate and to construct simpler models containing these features. Even for deterministic 
models, where temporal and rapid spatial variations are suppressed, the ability to predict nu- 
merical values for sound field strength, propagation loss, etc., is limited by the available 
computational f cilities and the stability of the adopted numerical algorithm. There has therefore 
occurred a continuing search for modified or new algorithms which render computations more 
efficient, thereby making a broader ange of parameters accessible and, it is hoped, also more 
reliable. Such "robust" algorithms may have a purely numerical basis, or they may be structured 
around canonical analytical solutions. In the latter event, which will concern us here, one then 
seeks to generalize the canonical, relatively simple models to incorporate noncanonical features 
with predictable reliability. 
Since source-excited sound propagation is determined by a wave equation subject o initial 
and boundary conditions, wave spectra have played an essential role in the mathematical mod- 
eling. The general wave spectra that form the starting point of the analysis are manipulated to 
generate more compact spectral objects, which not only render computation more efficient but 
also provide a physical understanding of the relevant wave processes that dominate particular 
propagation events. Algorithms based on rays, normal modes, the parabolic approximation, 
etc., are examples of what can be done by different strategies of spectral contraction[l]. Unless 
the environmental model is specifically tailored to a selected spectral scheme, the contraction 
is accompanied by restrictions whose severity usually depends on the degree of spectral shrink- 
age: the more drastic the shrinkage, the more limited, in some sense, is the range of applic- 
ability. When the regions of failure of a spectral skeleton can be isolated, as, for example, in 
caustic, shadow and transitional domains of asymptotic ray theory (ART), restoration of some 
of the "spectral flesh" can repair these deficiencies. An improved algorithm will have skeletal 
portions and fleshed out portions that are combined by a decision-making process. One must 
then assess whether the decision making can be done efficiently or whether it engenders com- 
plications that limit its practical utility, although the underlying principle appears promising. 
The answer can be expected to be problem dependent: What can be done efficiently for one 
class of environmental conditions may not work as well for another. However, since a single 
universal algorithm for all problems is presently far beyond reach, it is necessary to continue 
exploring new options which can complement existing ones. to modify them for greater efficiency 
and reliability, or to replace them entirely. 
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In this paper we address the class of ocean models wherein ray theory (ART), normal 
mode theory, and direct spectral integration by the fast Fourier transform (FFT) provide alter- 
native options. These models emphasize the vertical layering, both in the ocean refractive index 
profile and (or) the bottom structure. They are not "'canonical" for range dependence, although 
modifications can (and shall) be introduced to accommodate (as a start) weak lateral inhomo- 
geneities. For the laterally homogeneous case the direct spectral formulation is exact, normal 
mode theory is exact if it includes the continuous pectrum due to the unbounded bottom, but 
ART is high-frequency asymptotic. (We do not consider the parabolic equation (PE) procedure 
in this context, since it is not structured around a layered model with possibly abrupt changes 
across the layer boundaries.) In the numerical implementation by FFT, complications in the 
spectral integration along the real axis arise because of the presence of modal pole and branch 
point singularities, and in the normal mode formulation because of the need for discretization 
of the continuous spectrum by artificial truncation of the bottom. These complications are most 
pronounced athigh frequencies where fine numerical sampling is required. Here, ART, though 
approximate and asymptotic, has ranges of applicability that make it preferable to the other 
options; complications ow arise in the transition regions where ART fails. Viewed individually, 
each of the three options has its own "computation-intensive" domain (see Fig. 1), and these 
domains may be complementary, making one option preferable in one domain and another 
option in a different domain. A possible computational strategy can then be built around using 
each option in its efficient domain and switching from one to the other in an overlapping region 
of marginal efficiency for both. 
The patching of one algorithm onto another equires a trial-and-error routine that is inef- 
ficient. It would clearly be preferable to have a systematic decision-making procedure with 
internal consistency. This is provided by a hybrid algorithm wherein generalized ray fields, 
normal mode fields and a spectral integral remainder are combined in uniquely defined pro- 
portions that can be chosen for optimum efficiency but are internally consistent even when the 
combinations are nonoptimal[2-4]. The hybrid algorithm can also be viewed as quantifying the 
truncation error when a ray series or normal mode series is terminated at an arbitrary element 
in the full expansion, and it is exact for range-independent vironments. In its treatment of 
generalized ray integrals and spectral remainders, it has advantages over the direct spectral 
inversion by FFT in that integrations are performed along contours in the complex wave-number 
plane whereon the integrands decay exponentially, are free of singularities, and do not have 
rapid oscillations. At high frequencies the integrals are well suited to simplification by asymptotic 
methods, which then yield the explicit approximations of ART and corresponding ones for the 
remainder terms. Apart from combining ray fields and normal mode fields in convenient pro- 
portions, and quantifying ray or mode series truncation errors, the hybrid method can be 
employed to repair deficiencies in a normal mode program or in an ART program by replacing 
troublesome or inefficient mode or ray groups with trouble-free rays or modes, respectively. 
Examples are the more efficient racking, in terms of rays, of the interference maxima produced 
by a cluster of modes[5], and the removal, by means of a group of modes, of ray fields in 
transition regions near caustics, shadow boundaries, critical reflection, and glancing incidence, 
where ART fails[6, 7]. 
When the source function is time dependent, inversion from the frequency domain into 
the time domain can be done explicitly for nondispersive or weakly dispersive wave processes 
expressed by high-frequency ray fields but not for the more strongly dispersive wave processes 
expressed by the normal modes and spectral remainders. The former are useful at early obser- 
vation times when only a few ray arrivals contribute, whereas the latter are useful at later times 
when the collective ffect of many (progressing) ray multiples can restructure the response more 
effectively in terms of (oscillatory) guided modes. Thus, the hybrid form provides an additional 
degree of flexibility by efficient partitioning, in terms of rays (wavefronts) and modes (reso- 
nances), of the observational time interval, with the former favoring the high-frequency and 
the latter the low-frequency portions of the source spectrum[8]. 
When the environment is variable with range in a manner that precludes eparability of 
the wave equation and boundary conditions with respect o the range coordinate, one can no 
longer construct rigorous representations a  in the range-independent case. However, ART 
remains applicable under these generalized conditions. Concerning the other representations, 
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Fig. I. Computation times for various algorithms. 
one may manipulate the range independent spectra to develop modified spectral integrals and 
"local" normal modes when the range dependence (i.e. the departure from separability) is
weak[9, 10]. The spectral manipulations involve spectral scaling in accord with an adiabatic 
spectral invariant that ensures adaptation of the spectrum to the gradually changing conditions 
without first-order coupling to new spectral objects. The resulting spectral integral over the 
wave number ~ associated with the range coordinate x is no longer of' the Fourier type but 
contains instead of the simple exponential kernel exp (igr) the form exp [i j '~(x') dx'], with 
~(x') determined by the scaling condition[9]. Spectral resonances (poles) then furnish the local 
normal modes. Hybrid representations can be generated in the same manner as before, but 
these, like the formulation as a whole (which can be regarded as a range-dependent generalization 
of the FIT), are now approximate, asymptotic n 1/a, where the small parameter otmeasures 
the degree of nonseparability. 
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The hybrid algorithm has been tested in a variety of canonical environments that incorporate 
one or more of the troublesome features enumerated above. First. it has been verified by 
numerical experiment and comparison with other (reliable) algorithms that the method in a 
range-independent vironment is exact when all integrals are computed numerically along their 
respective contours in the complex ~ plane[8]. Conditions have also been established where 
explicit asymptotic approximations, which substantially reduce computer time. can be used to 
replace integral forms[5-7]. The algorithm switches to these approximations in their domain 
of applicability, which is determined by calculating for each set of observational parameters the 
"numerical distance" DN that specifies the spectral separation of critical points (stationary 
points, endpoints, singularities, etc.) in the integrand. Simple asymptotics applies for large 
enough Dr, typically tDNt --> 3. In deriving the asymptotic approximations, one must be able 
to separate the spectral integrand into a slowly varying amplitude and rapidly varying phase. 
Since such a separation is not evident in model profiles for which the depth dependence is 
expressed by transcendental functions, it has been found useful to express a general integrand 
Q(~, v) in the form 
d~, (1) 
J J 
where v denotes the dependence on other parameters, and tb(~, v) is the phase obtained when 
the transcendental functions contained in Q({, v) are approximated by their WKB forms. This 
artifice extracts from Q(~, v) its rapidly varying portion, leaving the quantity inside the square 
brackets in (1) as a slowly varying amplitude. In this way it has been possible to extend the 
range of the asymptotic results over what would have been obtained from the conventional 
approach, where the integrand as a whole is WKB approximated. 
In what follows we summarize one of the spectral strategies leading to the hybrid algorithm 
(another strategy involves finite Poisson summation[2, 3]). Examples are then cited where that 
algorithm has been applied to various problems relevant to the underwater acoustic environment. 
The "'range-dependent FFT" for a wedge-shaped ocean is discussed in greater detail, with 
inclusion of numerical results. 
2. THE HYBRID RAY-MODE ALGORITHM 
For range-independent ocean waveguides the hybrid ray-mode format can be phrased exactly 
as a combination of generalized ray fields, normal mode fields, plus spectral remainders, The 
steps leading from the full spectral integral representation f Green's function to the hybrid 
formulation are summarized below. It is necessary here to decompose Green's function into 
the customary four wave species corresponding to all combinations of ray paths that leave the 
source and arrive at the receiver in the upward and downward irections[2. 4]. The index j .  
omitted from the right side of the equations, designates one of these species. The configuration 
is assumed to be two-dimensional, excited by a line source at (x', z') = (0, z'), with x and z 
denoting range and depth, respectively. The same considerations apply to point sources, except 
that Fourier transforms are replaced by Hankel transforms. With ~ as the spectral variable (axial 
wave number) with respect to the range coordinate x. g(z, ~) is a depth-dependent wave function 
in the vertically stratified ocean and bottom environment, which, when approximated asymp- 
totically by its WKB form, represents a traveling wave; -~(z, ~) is its adjoint, frequently the 
complex conjugate. R(I~) is the combination of reflection coefficients pertaining to the ocean 
surface and bottom interface, and R(~,,) = I is the resonance quation for normal modes with 
eigenvalue {,,. Branch points at ~ = +--l~h represent the continuous normal mode spectrum due 
to the final bottom half-space that extends to z---, zc. Contours C~, surround the branch cut. 
Along integration contours C along or near the real axis in the complex ~-plane (Fig. 2). the 
spectral integrands are highly oscillatory and therefore numerically inefficient. Along contours 
C f, through saddle points ~,, the integrands decay into "'valley" regions of the complex spectral 
domain away from {,,, have weak or no oscillation, and are therefore numerically efficient. 
The saddle points are determined from asymptotic (WKB) approximations of the spectral wave 
functions [see (1)]. If the integrals are evaluated numerically with the exact integrands, the 
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saddle points merely serve to locate the numerical ly efficient paths. If the integrals are to be 
approximated asymptot ical ly ,  the saddle points and associated escent paths into val leys serve 
as the framework for the asymptotic evaluation[l  1]. Concerning the branch-cut integrals, these 
are original ly defined along highly osci l latory spectral contours, which are subsequently de- 
formed into paths C~ along which the integrand decays. This deformation uncovers leaky wave 
poles ~,~, which must be accounted for when crossed during a path deformation[2,  4[. Detai ls 
of this latter deformation and the corresponding contributions are omitted in the fol lowing but 
may be found in [12]. 
SummaQ, of hybrid strategy 
1 Generic spectral integral for Green's function ofjth wave species (j = 1 . . . .  4). 
f c  -- r. 
GiCx, 7., z') = g(z; ~)g(z , ~) 
1 - gC~) 
e i+'' d~, C2) 
R(~) -=- exp [iF(~)]. (2a) 
2 Normal mode expansion. 
GJCx, z, z') = 
M =') 
E U,n(X, Z, + 
m=l M+I 
propagating evanescent 
+ fc gCz; ~)~(z'; ~) e,+. ~d~, 
i - R(~) 
h 
u,,(x, z, z') 
(3) 
u~ = 2~ri gCz; ~.,)~(z'; ~.,) R(~,.) = 1 
dRC~)/d+le. ' 
(3a) 
Im~ 
branch cut - -  \ 
+^ ~ 
÷~'m 
÷ 
CN1 CN2 
C 
Re~ 
Fig. 2. Complex plane of the spectral wavenumber E.. Integration contours and singularities are shown for the 
right half-plane. E_~ = normal mode pole, ~. = leaky mode pole, ~ = branch point, ~. = saddle point of nth 
ray integral. For the ray integrals the modal poles ere absent. The spectral interval for the ray-mode quivalent 
is shown shaded: the interval is filled completely with rays characterized by ~., - ~. -< E~,.,. but, incompletely 
by modes with ~-~h -< E+ ~ E.:. Spectral remainder integrals fill the resulting voids. 
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3 Generalized ray integral expansion. 
G’(x, z, z’) = 
1 
-= 
I-R 
u,(x, z, z’) = 
= 
= 
$(z, z’; 5) = 
sn = 
c:, = 
i: U”(X, :, z’), 
n=O 
i R”, (RI < 1 on C, 
n=O 
I 
g(z; S)B(Z’; 5) exp [inF(S) + %x1 dE; 
C 
I [g(z; EJg(z’; E_)e-‘*‘z.“,5)] exp [inF(.$) + $(z, z’; 5) + is-r] dc ce . / 
AI:.:‘: 5, $,,l.r.r..-‘.t) 
I 
A(z, z’; 5) exp [ip”(x, z, z’; 5) G, 
C, 
WKB phase of (gg) (see (l)), 
saddle point; d’P”/d.$ = 0 at .!&, 
“SDP” through & (integrand decays away from {“), 
4 (Group of generalized ray integrals) j (Group of modes) + (Remainders). 
2 R” = ; RNI _ ; RN’ + ; pR (RN! - RN:), (8) 
n=NI 
I 
tIl=M, 
u,,, + ; UN, - -UN, 
2 - 
l+R 
Aexp(i%,)~d~ -; 
IfR 
A exp tiqN2) l_~ dS. 
5 Hybrid ray-mode expansion. 
rapidly convergent rcmamdcr 
Integrals (along SDPsl 
(4) 
(5) 
(6a) 
(6b) 
(6~) 
(7) 
@a) 
(9b) 
N,-I M? 
u= c U” + !?e!! d( 
n=O 
i u, + c u, +f 
~=NT+ I m=M, 
A w (@N, 1 1 _ R 
1 l+R -- 
2 
A expfiqN2) I_R de 
2 (evanescent modes) or 2 (leaky modes) + 
(10) 
3. APPLICATIONS 
The hybrid ray-mode algorithm has been employed for calculating source-excited time- 
harmonic and transient wave fields not only in the ocean acoustic environment but also in 
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environments involving electromagnetic, optical, seismic and elastic phenomena. A compre- 
hensive summary of these diverse applications, which include planar as well as curved boundary 
configurations, may be found in [3]. Extensive numerical experiments have been conducted to 
establish the general validity of the ray-mode quivalent in (9b) and of the associated hybrid 
expansion in (10). These verifications, in which comparisons have been made with reference 
solutions obtained by other means (usually normal mode expansions), have served also to test 
the resulting algorithms. Moreover, the range of applicability of asymptotic approximations has 
been explored, which replace ray integrals, remainder integrals and also normal and leaky mode 
fields by explicit asymptotic forms that reduce computation time substantially. When simple 
asymptotics pertaining to isolated saddle points and singularities fail, transition functions in the 
form of generic integrals have been employed to cover these transitional domains which generally 
occur around convergence zones, caustics, ray shadow boundaries, etc. Here, the artifice de- 
scribed in (1) has been found effective. The computer programs include a simple decision- 
making process, based on the "numerical distance" between saddle points and (or) singularities 
in the integrands, which switches to the transition functions when required. A detailed iscussion 
of the procedure may be found in [7], which applies the hybrid algorithm to correcting defi- 
ciencies in an asymptotic ray (ART) program for a vertically inhomogeneous waveguide channel 
above a homogeneous bottom. Here, ART fails at long ranges for surface-ducted rays and also 
for bottom-glancing rays. A version extending these time-harmonic calculations to high-fre- 
quency pulses has been completed[13]. For impulse xcitation an algorithm for a homogeneous 
waveguide profile above a homogeneous bottom has already been presented[8] and has clearly 
demonstrated the advantages of the hybrid scheme. 
When the waveguide channel is range dependent, he spectral schemes for the range- 
independent environment must be modified. An example is given below. 
Range-dependent spectral integral--the wedge-shaped ocean 
The simplest canonical configuration that incorporates range dependence in a nontrivial 
(i.e. nonseparable) fashion is a homogeneous ocean separated from a homogeneous fluid bottom 
by a plane-sloping interface. For small bottom-inclination a gle c~ (see Fig. 3), which here 
represents the nonseparability parameter, the spectral integral (2) for the separable range-in- 
dependent case can be modified to account for the slowly changing conditions. We shall 
concentrate on upslope propagation, with particular concern for the transition of initially trapped 
local modes through cutoff into the radiating regime. Such mode fields are termed uniformized 
local modes. Intermode coupling is ignored, as is reflection in the downslope direction. Inde- 
pendent calculations via the PE code[ 14] show that hese assumptions are justified for sufficiently 
small c~. For larger a, coupling in the forward and backward irections between the lowest- 
order local modes employed here could be accounted for by recourse to coupled mode theory 
or by refined spectral representations leading to "more adaptable" uncoupled"intrinsic" modes[ 15]. 
These aspects are not pursued for the present. 
Subject o the assumptions oted above, one may express the line source Green's function 
for source locations in the ocean in the following intrinsic mode form (an angular spectrum 
representation btained by the transformation ~ = k cos 0 is found to be more useful here): 
G(x, x'; z, z') = ~ ~,.(x', z')um(x, z), 
m 
(11) 
~ace 
Fig. 3. Wedge-shaped ocean geometD'. 
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~,,(x', z') = 
1 sin {k(z' + H') sin 0,',,} 
exp [ - iq,,,(O~,,)] 
",/cos 0'o, 
{ X/'sin-' 0, - sine 0,',, [sin-' 0,',, t b-" (sin-" 0, - sin-" 0,',,)] } , :  
b sin-" 0, + H'  X/sin: 0, - sin: 0~,, [sin-" 0,;, + b" tsin-" 0, - sin: 0,',,)] 
12) 
with 
H' =- H(x'), 0,~, -= 0,,,(x'), b = p/p~. 12a) 
and 
u,,(x,z) = fc B,.(O) exp[ i f "  q,,,('O) d-O] dO. 
cos (~/2 - kz sin 0), z <- 0, 
BMO) 
[.cos (~b/2) exp [ -k~ zVsin-" 0, - sin'- 0]. 2 > 0, 
= q5(0) dO - (2m - l )~ 0(x) - 2kH(x) cos 0(x) , q~[0(x)] ~aa ~Joc 
(13) 
13a) 
(13b) 
with 
Ib~v/sin -' 0,. - sin-' O] 
+-- = - tan-' • "sin0 , 0 - -  0(x). 2 L J 
13c) 
The integration contour Co is depicted in Fig. 4.0c and d~ denote, respectively, the critical angle 
of incidence and the Rayleigh reflection coefficient phase at the bottom, P(Pl) are densities, 
and k(kt) are wave numbers, in the water (bottom). The index m distinguishes the various local 
modes, which are assumed to be trapped inside the water column at the source range x' .  whose 
location is assumed to be " far"  from the modal cutoff range x,,.,. This justifies the simple 
adiabatic mode form of the modal excitation coefficients (the adjoint intrinsic modes), -ffm(X', 
Z'), whose constituent modal plane waves are described by the angles 0,.(x'). Corresponding 
to the modal cutoff range is the angle 0 = 0,,., at which the self-consistent angular plane wave 
spectra inside the water, which synthesize the spectral integrand in the general intrinsic mode 
function (I 3), impinge on the bottom at the critical angle. In the angular spectrum representation, 
the critical angle 0,.,, = 0,. for all modes, but the location x,,, in range, where this phenomenon 
occurs, is mode dependent. Because of this feature, the mode-invariant angular spectrum for- 
mulation is natural for the wedge geometry and therefore more readily computable, in contrast 
with a rectilinear spectral decomposition over wave numbers ~ corresponding to the range 
coordinate x (range-dependent FFP). 
The numerical calculation of transmission loss T = -20  log IGI for given wedge and 
bottom constitutive parameters and given depth function H(x) proceeds as follows. The mode 
angles 0,,(x') at the source location are evaluated by solving the local modal resonance qua- 
tion[9] 
2kH(x) sin 0,.(x) + ~b[0,.(x)l = (2m - l)rr (14) 
by a complex root-finding routine based on Miiller's method. The excitation coefficients ~,,(x', 
z') are evaluated accordingly. Concerning the spectral integral, numerical integration is per- 
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Fig. 4. Integration paths for intrinsic mode in (13). t~o is the SDP through t e saddle point 0.(x). 
formed by using an efficient routine based on Simpson's rule. For stability to within 0.5 db on 
typical test cases, it has been found adequate to retain an integration interval (0 + ie) < 0 < 
(~r/2 -8  + i~), with ~ = 10 -2°, 8 = 0.5, and 50 or 120 equally spaced sampling points, 
respectively, for the inner (phase) and outer integrals. Since the phase integral depends only 
on range x, whereas the outer integral depends on both range and depth, the program is designed 
to calculate transmission loss T at all desired depths in the water and the bottom, for given 
range, and then to repeat for the various desired range coordinates. 
As implemented on a CDC 170-730 computer, the present version of the numerical code, 
which can still be streamlined, requires about 10 s of CPU time for evaluation of T at 50 depth 
locations, at each range, for each of the contributing modes. Thus, if three modes are involved, 
the CPU time for all depths at each range is about 30 s. 
Instead of evaluating the spectral integral numerically, one may employ a uniform asymp- 
totic approximation i  terms of an Airy function and its derivative[9]. The argument of the Airy 
functions is determined by a search for the saddle points in the spectral integral. This search 
is relatively simple for observation points in the water, where the saddle points are real, and 
the resulting use of the asymptotic formulas leads to substantial reduction in computer time, 
with accuracy comparable to that from direct integration of the spectral integral. However, for 
an observer in the bottom, the relevant phase in the spectral integrand contains adepth-dependent 
term [see(13a)] that now makes the saddle points complex and the search progressively more 
complicated with increasing depth. This is accompanied with a loss of accuracy. Therefore, it
is recommended that the asymptotic expressions be used only in the water and for small depths 
into the bottom, whereas the full integral should be employed for deeper penetration i to the 
bottom. 
Figure 5 contains a comparison between a PE calculation[14] and the numerical imple- 
mentation of (11). Also shown are results obtained by Pierce[ 16] with his augmented adiabatic 
mode formula, which represents a more heuristically constructed patched version of uniform 
asymptotics. Agreement between our spectral integral and the results of [14] and [16] is seen 
to be good in most ranges. Causes of discrepancies are presently under investigation. More 
comprehensive r sults can be found in [17]. 
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Fig. 5. Contour plot of transmission loss for configuration in Fig. 3. 
Intrinsic modes 
. . . . . . . .  PE (Jensen and Kuperman{14]). 
. . . . . . .  ° Augmented adiabatic modes (Pierce[16]) 
Parameters: vL = 1500 m/s,  p, = 1.0. m = O; 
v., = 1550 m/s,  p: = 2.0. or_, = 3.714 10 -7 Np/m: 
f = 50Hz ,  a --- I°; 
x' = 0 , : '  = -50m,  H(x ' )  = 100 m: 
xt, = 4024 m, xa = 613 m. 
Number of propagating modes: 2. Only the first mode is shown. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
Spectral representations constitute an important tool in the mathematical modeling of sound 
propagation i a stratified ocean environment. For range-independent ocean and bottom models, 
exact spectral integrals can be formulated and expressed alternatively, by spectral rearrangement, 
as normal mode or generalized ray expansions. In certain parameter regimes, reduction of these 
exact alternatives can be achieved by high-frequency asymptotic methods. None of these al- 
ternatives by itself is well suited to numerical evaluation over broad ranges of observation time 
and location. One then has the option to switch tYom one suitable representation to another in 
a common domain where both are still reasonably efficient. 
For ray fields and mode fields as working alternatives, the hybrid ray-mode algorithm 
affords a systematic means of combining these constitutents in uniquely defined proportions 
that can be selected to optimize the favorable features of each. Such an algorithm for the sound 
field contains, in exact or asymptotic form, some rays, some modes plus a spectral remainder. 
When exact forms are retained, the associated integrals are along paths in the complex spectral 
wavenumber plane whereon the integrands decay exponentially and have weak oscillation, 
thereby making numerical integration stable and efficient. Although exact for range-independent 
layer profiles, spectral scaling techniques permit extension to weakly range-dependent envi- 
ronments. Examples have been cited which illustrate these features for time-harmonic and 
transient propagation. 
In summary, the hybrid ray-mode algorithm provides the following options to a user wishing 
to employ either a generalized or asymptotic ray program and (or) a normal mode program for 
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a. quantification of the remainder when a ray expansion or a mode expansion is truncated 
b. self-consistent combination of ray fields and mode fields that incorporate the best 
features of each 
c. elimination of troublesome or inconvenient groups of elements in one representation 
by substitution of elements from the other representation (modes to replace transitional 
ART rays, rays to synthesize mode clusters in convergence zones, etc.) 
Like any option, the choice of a most favorable ray-mode mix is problem dependent. The 
decision as to what is "favorable" is up to the user, but guidelines have been established in 
the cited examples. Even a poor choice will not lead to erroneous results; it only makes the 
method less competitive with other inconvenient alternatives. As with any other method, ex- 
pertise will come with experience from successive applications. Apart from numerical consid- 
erations, the quantification of the interplay between rays and modes in terms of their relevant 
spectral domains provides deeper insight into various propagation mechanisms in a complicated 
environment. 
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Note added in proof 
Since the writing of this article, the spectral methods described here have been applied 
also to elastic environments with p-SV coupling[18-22]. 
